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What’s in it for you?
× a new way to organize your curriculum

× ideas to accommodate multiple learning 
styles

× proven strategies for creating, organizing, 
and grading Interactive Notebooks



Why 
emphasize 
traditional 
notebooks 
in the digital 

age?



Scientific studies show that writing things down by 
hand makes you smarter!
➢ writing by hand activates regions of the brain involved in thinking, 

language, and working memory (Berninger, “The Handwriting 
Debate”)

Not to mention - amidst all this technology, our students still need to 
be able to write (and people need to be able to read their writing)!
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What is an 
interactive 
notebook?



× a way for teachers to organize curriculum

× a way for students to compile class notes and other activities in a way 
that is meaningful and personalized. 

× a student-created portfolio of their learning

× a way for students to review and process material on a regular basis 
rather than waiting to cram for a test 

× based off scientific research about the two 
        hemispheres of the brain



How is it set 
up?



A Few Notes...
Notebook setup can be time-consuming, especially for first-timers. 

The first days of school are the perfect time to get ISNs organized and students 

learning how to use them. 

It is very important to be clear about the notebooking process from the start - this 

will prevent headaches and confusion down the road!



RIGHT PAGE

× teacher- guided notes

× information from 
reading and discussion

× handouts

× various note-taking 
methods

  Lots of creativity

  Expresses opinions & feelings

  For demonstrating understanding

 sTudent directed

  Personal & reflective

   Apply main concepts from lessons

  Gives students freedom to imagine 

 rEvisits content from right page

 



Right page
Note-taking 
strategies



× always begin by dating and heading the page, then updating 
the Table of Contents

× at the beginning of every note-taking class, remind students 
what page the notes will be recorded on - all students should 
be on the same page in their ISNs
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Mind Maps

Sketch Notes

Cornell Notes



Graphic Organizers



Left Page
Processing 
Activities



THE ONLY LIMIT IS YOUR 
IMAGINATION!













ISN 
Pro Tips



ISN Grading
Spot Checking
Check notebooks for 
completeness, 
neatness, and effort 
on a given task. 

This is best done after 
the task is completed 
for homework and 
can be done simply 
by walking around the 
room, reading one or 
two answers from 
each notebook.  

Random 
Sampling
Collect all notebooks 
and randomly choose 
3 or 4 notebooks to 
evaluate at that time.
 
If you don’t tell your 
students who is being 
graded, they will be 
more likely to 
maintain their 
notebooks 
consistently.

Periodic 
Check-Ins
Collect all notebooks 
several times 
throughout the term 
and grade all 
students’ notebooks 
at that time.

End of Term
Collect all notebooks 
before the end of the 
term, then use your 
rubric to give each 
student a test grade 
for that quarter. 

This works best if 
individual 
assignments are 
graded on a daily 
basis and the term 
grade is only based 
on the construction of 
the notebook itself.





Strategies for success
1. Keep a model notebook!

2. Provide notebooks for your students, if possible.

3. Ditch the glue and use double-sided tape!

4. Keep it simple!



More Strategies for success 
5. Make your teacher notes (keys) digitally.

6. Vary both right and left page activities as often as 
possible.

7. Be flexible!



Thank You! Here is our contact information . . .
Carol - 
canguilla@smcds.org

Courtney - 
chuth@smcds.org
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